LAW'S WILL STAGE BIG MURDER TRIAL AS PART OF SHOW

TO AVOID SOLUTION OF MYSTERIOUS MURDER CASE, TWO KNOWN STUDENTS

Out Includes Some of University's Best Actors—Daily Practice Begun—Masked Shows Will Be Announced Soon.

Preparations for the law prosecution also on February 18 are now in full swing. The several committees are working daily to make the first at-

torney at law show on February 28 at the New York Opera House; and with the Wealth of talent available for this profusely provided act, the players plan to give the best dramatic experience in drama here.

The first act will take the form of the opening scene, which has the character of a triangle, disposed with an ideal of an audience and an actor in the center. The second act will be devoted to the minor plot scene, where the character will be more in the center of the stage, and the actors are practicing daily so that they may not disappoint themselves at the last moment.

The play will take up the theme of the three men in the center, which will be the nucleus of the drama. The third act will be devoted to the minor plot scene, where the character will be more in the center of the stage, and the actors are practicing daily so that they may not disappoint themselves at the last moment.

CANDETS TO ATTEND PATRIOTIC SERVICE

OFFICERS AND COMMANDANT WILL HAVE SPECIAL SEAT AT METHODIST CHURCH'S MEMORIAL SUNDAY

Capt. M. V. McCormick, commandant of cadets, will attend the special projector in the three o'clock service this afternoon at the Methodist church with the cadets in attendance. The cadets are requested to attend the services in their uniforms.

SOCIETY AND PERSONAL

Harold Crawford of Oxford is visiting the Alpha Phi Omega house. Mr. Crawford attended the Iowa State College of Agriculture and is a resident of Iowa City. He is attending last semester, and is now attending in the University of the Methodist Brotherhood.

All Iowa City students and students in the Iowa State College are expected to be present at the services in their uniforms.

DENTISTRY AND MEDICINE TOO BUSY FOR GAME

The interdepartmental basketball series is progressing swiftly this year as the dental and medical schools did not play their games. On several of the dates the scheduled games for the dental and medical schools were played without an audience. This was because a large number of students were playing basketball and have no time to attend games.

The dental and medical schools have decided to allow the games to be played with an audience. The dental and medical schools have decided to allow the games to be played with an audience. The dental and medical schools have decided to allow the games to be played with an audience.
The WISCONSIN PLAYERS in
REPERTORY PRESENTING NEW AND ORIGINAL PLAYS

Ambition and On The Pier
by Laura Sherley

"Orange Blossom"
by Phillips Cymoweth

THREE DIFFERENT MOODS OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR ONE EVENING'S PERFORMANCE

EnglelT Theatre
Monday, Feb. 19th

Meet me at
BUNT KIRK'S CIGAR STORE
Cigars, Tobacco, Soda Grill, Candies

Kirk's maintains the finest, completes the stock, develops the power of consumption. Our M. H. and Fred Birk & Co.

Grades Okeeneboko, Prof. and Manager

116 S. Washington Street, Phone 39

VAUDEVILLE AND PARAMOUNT PICTURES AT THE ENGLERT THEATRE
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd
1:30 to 11:00 P.M. PRICES 10 to 50c
1,863 People Saw "The Libertine" Yesterday

1,863 People Saw "The Libertine" Yesterday

GARDEN THEATRE
Two More Days—Today and Tomorrow
the cooperation of the management of the University. The aim this year will be much opportunity for graft in all work and lessened interest in organized student affairs. It was to prevent the abuse of positions occupied by students that all such student activities were placed under the supervision of the faculty. For this reason, the funds of the Hawkeye are considered "honesty money" and the Hawkeye next year is to be regulated in the same manner as The Daily Iowan. In view of the fact that the Hawkeye is particularly free in its sphere, a word of explanation may not be out of place.

In the first place, it has been charged that the sales made of the book were bleeding the organization and that the Hawkeye would not be read. It is true that the Hawkeye is a profit-making operation. A large share of the money is spent for advertising, but the actual cost of the Hawkeye is not unprofitable. The fact is the Hawkeye would not be held if the Hawkeye had no income. There seems to be an underselling, for the prices charged the organization do not appear to be much greater than the cost of the Hawkeye. It is true that the Hawkeye might be better provided if the Hawkeye were given a larger charge for subscriptions.

JAMES S. MCGUIGUE, WASHINGTON PICTURE WORLD

"The story is told so concisely the necessity that there is no need to give it in detail in this review. As soon as the screen is powerful in its appeal, the mind being held in compelling thrall throughout. * * *" said Mr. Walthall and Miss Charleston do some of the finest acting I have ever seen on the screen."

DICKSON D. WATTS, NEW YORK TELEGRAPH

"In 'The Trouant Soul,' Miss Charleston and Mr. Walthall have been given a part that calls forth every bit of their talent and has done nothing better during her career. * * *" The picture is interesting from start to finish, and will hold boxoffice appeal for its story until the complete and effective way in which it is produced."